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MHS - School of Mission and Theology 
MHS - School of Mission and Theology is a specialized university offering studies in Christian studies, 
Science of Religion, Theology, Social science, Culture, Globalisation and Intercultural Communication

MHS has students from more than 20 different countries. The following study programme will be lectured 
in English: Master in global studies, Master in Theology and PhD. 

What is special about studying at MHS?
As a global node in the infinite world wide web of relations in which we live, MHS aims to provide high-quality 
study programmes that reflect how knowledge and insights, religious and cultural encounters, as well as church 
ministries are taking place within a globalised context. Besides, you will meet people from all over the world 
at MHS.

Engaged by faith, 
for humankind, 
in the entire world
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The School of Mission and Theology (MHS) offers a Master’s Degree in Global Studies. It is a two-year 
intensive academic course of study (120 ECTS credits). With specialisation in Religious Studies, 
Christian Studies or Study of Cultures and Intercultural Communication. The course is taught in English.
 
The Master’s Degree provides students with awareness, insights and tools essential for understanding diverse 
cultural relations and multicultural settings globally. At the end of the program the students should have 
developed a professional appreciation of the international and intercultural challenges that affect our 
globalised world. The course will allow the students to develop intercultural interaction skills and personal 
cultural sensitivity, useful for employment in a variety of multicultural settings. International field work, 
internships and dialogue with organisations and businesses during the studies will enhance the possibilities 
for future employment. The multicultural field is expanding, and students with a Master’s Degree 
in Global Studies will also have opportunities as teachers of different subjects requiring professional 
global competence.

The objective of the study is to enhance the professional competence (knowledge, skills and attitudes) 
of students preparing for careers that involve significant international and/or intercultural contact through 
professional education and research with particular reference to theology, religious studies, and intercultural 
communication. The study can also give students who already have been involved in international 
or intercultural careers an opportunity to reflect more systematically on their global experience in a scientific 
and methodological way, leading to the attainment of academic credits for their life experiences.

MASTER in 
GLOBAL STUDiES 

Admission requirements
To be admitted to the Master’s degree program 
the candidate must have:

A Bachelor’s degree, a three-year program in which there 
is a major; i.e. 80-ECTS credit group, from a recognised 
institution of higher education, or achieved an equivalent 
educational basis approved by the MHS Faculty. 

The degree must be within one of the following fields:

1.  Bachelor in Religion and Intercultural Communications
2.  Bachelor in Theology
3.  Bachelor in Christian studies
4.  Bachelor in Social sciences or Humanities
5.  An equivalent education.
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MASTER in 
THEOLOGY 

The Master’s degree programme in theology is offered in English. It is a two-year intensive academic course 
of study (120 ECTS credits). The master degree programme is designed to accommodate students from both 
Norway and abroad, especially from partner institutions and churches in developing countries in order 
to offer an opportunity for them to specialize academically in some theological discipline.

A major element of the master programme is the writing of a master thesis on academic terms. 
In the M.Th. programme the thesis work represents 30 credits. Each student works under the supervision 
of a supervisor. 

Admission requirements
Applicants to the master programme must document 
a Bachelor in Theology degree from a acclaimed 
institution of higher education, or an equivalent 
educational basis approved by the MHS.
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APPLiCATiOn FOR 
MASTER STUDiES
international applicants for the Master in Theology and Master in Global Studies should apply online 
via our webpage: www.mhs.no

The deadline for applying and including submission of all required documentation is normally March 1st every 
year for applicants from outside the EU/EEA. For applicants from countries within the EU/EEA the deadline 
is July 10th. 

Applicants from outside the EU/EEA area must document that they can finance their stay in Norway. 
Applicants who do not provide satisfactory documented evidence for financing, will be rejected regardless 
of academic qualifications.

Documentation of finances for self-financing applicants 

The Norwegian Immigration Authorities/UDI require documentation of financial support, bank guarantee, 
names of sponsors, confirmation of scholarships, etc. Applicants must document that they can cover their 
living expenses in Norway. This may be documented by:

- A bank statement in the applicant’s name.

- A sponsor’s guarantee letter together with a sponsor’s bank statement.

When admission has been given, the applicant/sponsor must transfer 95 000 NOK (in 2015) to a deposit 
account. The deposit will be returned back when the student has opened a bank account after arrival 
in Norway.

Applicants from countries within the EU/EEA do not need to document finances.

Documentation of education
Transcript of records and diploma (Bachelor’s diploma or other documentation) from your university education.

If possible, the documents should be issued directly by your university and provided in a sealed envelope 
sent directly to MHS, a copy should however be uploaded online.

We accept officially sealed copies online, but student copies are not accepted. If the documentation 
is officially translated, a copy of documents in the original language should also be provided.

Diploma/Certificate/transcript from Higher Secondary School as specified is requried. 
This document does not need to be translated.

Other required documentation
- A recent photo must be attached with the application.
- Updated CV/resumé.
- Copy of your passport showing your photo, your full name, your date of birth and your nationality.
- If applicable, documentation of change of name (e.g. marriage certificate)
- A doctor’s statement verifying good health condition.

Proof of English language competency:
All students whose first language is not English must prove their English language proficency by completing 
the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), or the International English Language Testing System 
(IELTS), or by holding a passing grade from a Norwegian Upper Secondary School (videregående skole). 
Results should be sent directly to MHS. 

The MHS institution code for forwarding TOEFL test reports is 6535. Please note that TOEFL/IELTS tests 
are only considered valid for 2 years after the test date.

Quota Scheme
The MHS provides some scholarships for students from developing countries through the Quota Scheme. 
This is a programme funded by the Norwegian government The objective of the scheme is capacitybuilding 
of partnerinstitutions. Normally only applicants with a letter of support and priority from our partner insitutions 
will be admitted in this programme. The scholarships are given to students both in the master in theology 
and master in global studies.
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The PhD program of the MHS School of Mission and Theology offers PhD studies in Old Testament, 
New Testament, Church and mission history, Systematic theology, Missiology, Practical theology and 
Religious studies. The Program includes courses, seminars and individual supervision in a context 
of profiled, publishing professors and excellent library services.

The MHS PhD program has a global focus, with attention to non-Western interpretive contexts, allowing 
its candidates from four continents to analyze contemporary questions in relation to the classical disciplines.

Application
The PhD program presupposes a work load of minimum three years full time or six years half time. 
Applicants without a PhD scholarship from the MHS must document that they are able to meet 
this requirement. They must also document that they are able to meet the requirements of residence 
following from supervision and coursework as well as the general re-quirement of being part of an active 
research environment.

Closing dates for applications to the MHS School of Mission and Theology PhD program are 1 April and 
1 October. Applications should be addressed to the MHS Research Committee, and forwarded to: post@mhs.no

More information regarding application and admission can be found online at www.mhs.no/phd

PHD
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To start your studies is just like going
on a journey. You might move to a new
city and encounter a new environment. 
Maybe a semester abroad will be part 
of your study program. But the journey 
you start may also be an inner journey.
A journey where you learn more about
yourself, about other people, about
relationships and systems. About faith
and about science.

Have a wonderful journey!



www.mhs.no

– A global node
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